Improve frontline performance
to drive operational excellence
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Disengaged employees drag down profits and cost the U.S.
up to $550 billion in lost productivity every year.*

Employees in the manufacturing industry are the most actively disengaged. Leaders
recognize this is bad for business, but they struggle to engage employees with the
information they need to increase throughput, ensure quality and drive profitability.

You need to make sure your employees
remember to do the things that matter
most to your business. When they do,
every frontline worker can become a
top performer.

Improve employee
performance in 3-5
minutes per day:

Increase throughput with job-specific training that
gets employees operating at peak performance levels.
Ensure products meet high standards for quality
and comply with specs and regulations to protect
your reputation.

•	Fit training into employees’
workflow and move beyond
one-size-fits-all training
•	Fill individual gaps with short,
personalized and adaptive content

Improve profitability and drive growth by ensuring each
employee knows how to work in the most efficient way.
Take your organization to the next level with an agile
and expert workforce that keeps pace with change and
outperforms your competition.

•	Reinforce the right knowledge
and behaviors continuously
•	Make training fun, fast and keep
them coming back for more
•	Measure business impact

*State of the American Workplace, Gallup, 2017

To learn more, visit: axonify.com/manufacturing or call: 1-855-AXONIFY

Discover how industry leaders are driving
operational excellence—and bottom-line
results—with Axonify.
Merck

80%
Employee
participation
in just
12 months

Decrease in
recordable
incident ratings
(RIR)

Decrease in
lost time injury
frequency rate
(LTIFR)

Increase in
knowledge growth
across all safety
topics

Merck & Co., Inc. implemented the Axonify Microlearning Platform
as part of their Safe by Choice program, across 52 global manufacturing
sites, to approximately 24,000 full- and part-time employees and
contractors, in more than 10 languages.

Precision Resource

12%

87%
Average
participation
rate since launch

Increase in training
without sacrificing
productivity

Streamlined
delivery of
job-specific training

Increase in
knowledge

Precision Resource provides critical component solutions for manufacturers
around the world. With the Axonify platform, they are building a highly
knowledgeable workforce that’s empowered to make the right decisions
to keep their operation safe, productive and profitable.

Are you ready to take your operation to the next level?
With Axonify, you do more than train people. You drive business results with a personalized
learning experience that fits into the workflow, only takes a few minutes per day, and ingrains
the knowledge people need to be productive and achieve your business goals.

To learn more, visit: axonify.com/manufacturing or call: 1-855-AXONIFY

